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Modern Offensive Soccer 
 
 

Preface 
 
Soccer fans all over the world love offensive soccer with its quick 
combinations, spectacular dribbling, and beautiful goals. Top teams like Real 
Madrid, Arsenal London, and Bayern Munich demonstrate how modern and 
successful soccer is played. All players immediately switch to offense after 
they gain possession of the ball. They do not wait until the opponent has gotten 
organized but quickly utilize holes in the opposing defense. They penetrate the 
opponent’s penalty area with very few, mostly direct plays. 
 
After gaining possession of the ball, it is crucial to quickly mount a counter 
attack while the opposing line is still disorganized and open. If the opponent 
quickly reorganizes and switches to defense, it is best to launch a possession 
attack. 
 
Counter attacks and possession attacks are two of the three main themes in 
this book. But what good are counter attacks and possession attacks without 
the finish? In Chapter 5 of this book, we will therefore focus extensively on the 
successful finish, the high point and objective of all attack efforts. 
 
But first a few tips: 
 Drills and plays aren’t what help your players improve, but rather how the 

players use them. 
 How do you motivate your players? Do you encourage and compliment 

your players? 
 How do you correct your players? What are your areas of emphasis? 
 The sections on tips and suggestions are particularly important. 

 
This book provides a systematic compilation of drills. 
First, the theoretic aspects of each topic are covered extensively to lay the 
foundation for the subsequent practical segment. In the practical segment, you 
will find complex passing and dribbling drills. We recommend these for the 
second warm-up phase of training, which prepares your players for the main 
part of training.  
 
All drills and plays have been tested and tried on different age groups and 
ability levels.  
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V Shooting at the Goal 
 
9 Introduction  
 
The most exciting and suspenseful moments in a soccer game clearly take 
place around the goal box when a goal is scored. Soccer has changed and will 
continue to change. The speed of all playing actions will continue to get faster. 
The area around the ball will be blocked more effectively. Every technique 
must be mastered and executed accurately under pressure with tremendous 
speed, today and in the future. Therefore, the demands made on our players 
for a successful finish continue to grow. This trend in soccer must also be 
taken into consideration during shooting practice. 
 
Modern shooting practice should be motivating and realistic. Small 
competitions and drills incorporating pressure of space, opponent, group, and 
accuracy are perfectly suited for this.  
 
9.2 Two types of training for shooting at the goal 
 
 Practice of shooting technique 
 Competition-like shooting practice. 
 
Both forms of practice are important for all performance levels. However, the 
higher the players’ skill level, the more important shooting practice is under 
realistic conditions. Even top players acquire the necessary accuracy for a shot 
at the goal through regular repetition of basic shooting techniques. 
 
9.3 Technical training for shooting at the goal 
 
In shooting practice, age-appropriate and tested drills lay the foundation for a 
successful finish. Players learn and improve all of the important shooting 
techniques after dribbling, controlling the ball, and direct play through lots of 
repetition. They learn to accurately assess the ball’s trajectory and to move 
their bodies into the ideal shooting position.  
 
The trainer designs drills that allow him to teach important finishing techniques 
in the most effective way. A well-organized drill sequence is essential so the 
players achieve the necessary number of repetitions. The trainer should 
absolutely avoid long waits (in line) for the next shooting opportunity.  
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Beginners learn… 
 to kick the stationary ball directly into the goal 
 to take a well-aimed shot into the goal from a dribble 
 to convert throw-ins with foot or head 

 
Advanced 
 Practice shots out of a turn after a sprint to the ball or from a jump. 
 Use a series of different techniques. 
 Aadapt constantly to the ball’s changing speed and height.  
 
Drills to improve shooting technique vary from competition-like shooting practice largely 
because they are done without interactions with opponents. 
 
 
9.4 Training the shot at the goal in a realistic setting  
 
The best shooting technique is worthless if the player isn’t able to successfully convert a ball 
in a difficult situation under the greatest spatial, opposing and time pressures. Competition-
like shooting practice must therefore simulate competitive pressure as much as possible. 
 
Drills in restricted spaces that constantly alternate between offensive and defensive actions 
are ideal for this purpose. Here, the players learn to react at lightning speed, to anticipate or 
sense (the player with a nose for a goal), to prepare, and to utilize scoring opportunities. 
 
Drills in the double penalty box, for instance, are also a perfect way to train and improve the 
action speed that is so fundamental to soccer and the successful finish. 
 
Shooting contests with two or more teams competing against each other are also very 
motivating for the players. The pressure for accuracy and group pressure generated here 
also produce a competition-like atmosphere.  
 
9.5 Conclusions to training the shot at the goal  
 
 Modern shooting practice today and in the future should increasingly incorporate drills 
in and around the penalty area. 
 It is recommended to practice shooting and shooting drills in the penalty area. 
 Direct shots and goals scored with the second touch from every important position 
and from various passes should be practiced over and over again. 
 Pressure of space, opponent, time and accuracy in drills must increase incrementally 
in accordance with age and current performance level. 
 Small shooting contests lead to a higher motivation level and are more important and 
have a higher training effect than ever before. Group pressure greatly increases the 
competitive atmosphere and the fun factor. 
 Simple fundamental forms of shooting practice do still have a right to exist. They still 
are a great way to practice and improve basic shooting techniques with corrections from the 
trainer. 
 The rebound is becoming increasingly important. 
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9.6 Tips and recommendations for training the shot at the goal 
 Accuracy over power. 
 Lose the opponent with running feints. 
 Practice and demand direct shots often. 
 Take shots from different directions and angles. 
 A variety of passes from all different areas. 
 Well-timed runs into the danger zone. 
 Don’t wait for the ball, but go to the ball. 
 Demand and facilitate shooting with both feet (time-saving). 
 Encourage the players to use seamless shooting techniques. 
 Pay attention to staggered formation in front of the goal. 
 Accurate shots from close proximity and aimed at the corners of the goal. 
 Long hard shots into the corners. 
 Use disguised shots. 
 When doing a solo-run at the goal, use shooting feints to tempt the goalkeeper into 
premature action.  
 Aim for the goalkeeper’s week corner (most often his left side). 
 The lob is a good choice when the goalkeeper is too far outside the goal. 
 The goalkeeper and his position should be registered but this should not distract from 
the actual objective, the corners of the goal. Target the corners, not the goalkeeper. 
 All drills include rebounds for a successful finish. 
 
9.7 Training principles 
 Complete warm-up as optional preparation. 
 No shooting practices when tired. 
 Short break between individual shots. 
 Always try to shoot with both feet. 
 Lots of repetitions. 
 Constructive feedback – correction – and praise. 
 From easy to difficult. 
 From familiar to unfamiliar. 
 From simple to complex. 
 Training should be versatile; avoid boredom. 
 Maintain a healthy balance between workload and recovery. 
 
9.8 Tips for shooting practice organization, structure, and methodology 
 Make sure you have plenty of balls on hand. There should be at least one ball per 
player. 
 Form small groups for plenty of repetitions and to avoid long waits. 
 Portable goals are very helpful. 
 Shooting practice does not have to be skipped if no goalkeeper is available. Field 
players can alternate as goalkeepers. 
 Handball or mini goals, or marking cones may also be used. 
 Have plenty of multi-colored vests on hand for practice drills. 
 Always have enough extra balls in the goal for practice drills. 
 Regularly switch wall players and neutrals. 
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10 Technical Training for the Shot at the Goal 
 

Shot at the goal after dribbling 

 
 
Progression 
Players from team A and team B take turns shooting at the goal after a brief dribble from the 
double penalty area (1-4). Goals are only valid if the shot was taken from the penalty mark. 
A player from the other team retrieves the ball. Goalkeeper A belongs with team A. Each 
player has 5-10 shots. Which team will score the most goals? The competitive atmosphere 
creates lots of pressure for accuracy, as well as group pressure. 
 

Variations 
 Start from the right and the left side. 
 Distance of 20-22 yards. 
 Possible rebound. 
 

Tips and suggestions 
 If there are too many players, the trainer should form three groups and 
hold a scrimmage competition. The group taking a break has to perform an 
additional task. 
 Demand a two-footed finish from different shooting angles. 
 Use varying shooting techniques (inside foot, inside instep, full instep, 
outside foot). 
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Shot at the goal with the second touch 

 
 
Progression 
A pass from A1 to B1 (1). B1 lets it bounce off to A1 (2) and runs back to his 
own group. A1 must finish with two touches (trap, shoot). Afterward, A1 lets the 
pass from B2 bounce off, etc. 
 
Variations 
 Start from the right and the left side. 
 Distance of 20-22 yards. 
 Possible rebound. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 The player moves diagonally with the ball and prepares for the finish with 

the first touch. 
 Each player has 5-10 shots. Which team scores the most goals? 
 The competitive atmosphere creates lots of pressure for accuracy, as 

well as group pressure. 
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Shot at the goal after give and go  

 
 
Progression 
Pass from A1 to B1 (1). B1 plays diagonally to A1 (2) and runs back to his own 
group. A1 takes a direct shot at the goal. Afterward, A1 immediately takes the 
position of passing player for B2, etc. 
 
Variations 
 Start from the right and the left side. 
 Distance of 20-22 yards. 
 Possible rebound. 

 
Tips and suggestions 
 The give and go player does a running feint just before his teammate 

passes him the ball. 
 The give and go player puts the ball precisely into the running path of his 

teammate, who finishes with a direct shot. 
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Shot at the goal by the third man  

 
 

Subscribe	today	and	don’t	miss	any	new	video:	
More	Than	10,000	Subscribers	on	the	YouTube‐Channel	
https://www.youtube.com/user/soccercoaches	
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Direct soccer in a square – preliminary practice 

 
 
Progression 
Direct play in a square is a drill for 5-8 players and flows as a never-ending exercise. The 
basic passing sequence is: forward – back – diagonal – sideways – long (into the running 
path of the last player). Each player completes two actions (passes) before moving to the 
next station (clockwise). The last player dribbles back to the group’s starting point. A plays to 
B (1) and briefly signals his availability moving sideways. B plays back to A (2) and signals 
his availability for a wall pass with C. A plays diagonally to C (3) and afterward takes B’s 
position. C plays diagonally to B (4) and runs to the next cone. B plays a through pass to C 
(5) and takes C’s position. C controls the ball and dribbles to the back of his group.  
 
Variations 
 Vary the size of the square (9 x 9 yards to 22 x 22 yards). 
 Practice in both directions – clockwise and counter-clockwise – and apply 

the principle of two-footed play. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 Players should execute all tactical-technical actions with both feet so they 
won’t lose precious time in a game by avoiding the weak foot. 
 This drill is prep for the following shooting exercise and is ideal for the 
second warm-up phase.  

Page 137 
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Direct soccer in a square with shot at the goal  

 
 
Progression 
A plays to B (1) and briefly signals his availability by moving sideways. B plays back to A (2) 
and signals his availability for a wall pass with C. A plays diagonally to C (3) and 
subsequently takes B’s position. C plays sideways to B (4) and runs to the next cone. B 
plays a through pass to C (5) and takes C’s position. C controls the ball and finishes with a 
goal (6). 
 
Variations 
 Frequently change the size of the square so players must constantly adapt to new 
distances. This will help them develop a better feel for different passes and distances. 
 Practice in both directions (clockwise/counter-clockwise). 
 If the starting point is on the left, the shooter should practice primarily with his right 
foot. If you want to practice shooting with the left foot, run the exercise in mirror reverse. The 
starting point will be on the right. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 Use running feints and running approach. 
 Clean passing game. 
 The better the last pass is played into the space or into the running path of the 
attacker, the more promising the finish. The final pass must be timed so the shooter can 
reach it without having to slow down. 
 

Page 138 
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Direct soccer in a square – 90° shot at the goal 

 
 
Progression 
Like the previous shooting drill, but now the starting point is in the diagonally 
opposite corner. The task for players within the same cycle as the previous drill 
changes when the passing sequence rotates 90°. Then the starting point for 
the drill is in the diagonally opposite corner. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 The shooter does not run vertically to the goalkeeper but rather parallel 

to the 18-yard line (he crosses to an imaginary defense line). This facilitates 
practicing shots from a turn. 
 If the starting point is on the left, the shooter practices with the right foot. 

If you want to practice shooting with the left foot, run the exercise in mirror 
reverse. The starting point will be on the right. 
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Direct soccer in a square – competition 

 
 

Progression 
If this drill is run as a competition, players will experience time pressure and pressure to play 
with accuracy. After briefly controlling the ball, players finish the learned passing sequence 
with a shot at a mini goal from outside the shooting zone (6). The distance to the mini goals 
depends on the players’ performance level. The shooter retrieves his ball from the goal and 
lines up behind the last player from his team. Each team runs one time from both the left 
and right side. Goals scored will be added up. 
The team that scores the most goals within a certain amount of time wins the competition. 
 

Variations 
 Players shoot at one large goal with a goalkeeper from the opposing 
team. 
 Shot at the goal must be direct. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
Accuracy over speed! The objective is to make clean passes or take clean shots in spite of 
the intense time pressure (pressure for accuracy). 
Each team runs one time from both the left and right side. Goals scored  will be added up. 
Players learn to maintain a balance between speed and accuracy (accuracy over speed!) 
because they want to be able to score as many goals as possible and win the game. 

Page 140 
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Y-drill – endless as preliminary practice 

 
 
Progression 
A plays to B and signals his availability for a wall pass, moving sideways (1). B 
plays a through pass to A and signals his availability for a pass from C (2). A 
plays direct to C and takes B’s position (3). C plays a wall pass with B (4, 5). C 
plays direct to E (6) who continues the drill on the left side with D. All players 
move to the next position. 
 
Variation 
 Skip one player (A passes right to C, etc.). 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 Quick and (preferably) direct passing game. 
 The trainer watches for accuracy and situational hardness of passes. 
 Players use running feints, coordinate their running efforts, and coach 
each other. 
 The drill is executed on both sides to factor in the principle of two-footed 
play. 
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Y-drill – cutting across with a shot at the goal 

 
 
Progression 
This is a combination play with two midfielders and two forwards. The two 
forwards cut across in front of the defenders. As they cut across, their running 
paths depend on the game situation and defenders’ actions. 
A plays to B and signals his availability for a wall pass, moving sideways (1). B 
plays a through pass to A and signals his availability for a pass from C (2). A 
plays direct to C (3) and takes B’s position. C lets the ball drop off and crosses 
with D (4). B plays a long pass into the running path of D (5), who finishes with 
a goal (6). All players move to the next position and D retrieves the ball.  
 
Variations 
 The drill is performed the same way from the left side with player D. This 
forces the players to practice equally with both feet. Playing from the right side 
trains primarily the right foot, from the left side the left foot. 
 The starting player (A) skips one line and passes directly to position C. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 Use running feints. 
 Players coach each other. 
 Coordinated runs, especially when cutting across. 
 Drill is done from both sides to factor in the principle of two-footed play. 
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Direct soccer figure-8 – basic preparatory pattern 

 
 
Progression 
Wall pass (1, 2), followed by a low diagonal push pass (3). The receiving 
player controls the ball and dribbles to the group on the right. Next, the first 
player from the next group begins the same sequence on the right side (5-8). 
After making their pass, all players move to the next station. A minimum of 8-
10 players is needed for this drill. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 The trainer makes sure that the starting player begins wall play as quickly 
as possible. The second group starts immediately after player B has run 
through the center. 
 Use running feints. 
 Accurate, hard passes. 
 Players coach each other. 
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Direct soccer figure-8 – competition with a shot at the goal 

 
 
Progression 
Progresses like the previous drill. C controls the ball and dribbles to the 
shooting line (6). At the shooting line, he finishes with a shot at the mini goal 
(7). The trainer makes sure that the starting players from the other group begin 
wall play as quickly as possible. Thus, the second group starts (here: player D) 
as soon as player B has run through the center. Each player always moves to 
the next position. 
 
Variations 
 Shot at the large goal with goalkeeper. 
 Depending on the performance level, the goal may be placed closer or 
farther away. 
 
Tips and suggestions 
 The smaller the goals and the longer the distance, the more pressure on 
the players for accuracy. 
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13 Finally, a Few Suggestions 
 
 As you introduce the new drills and plays, have patience and the 
necessary passion so your players will really comprehend and learn. Often it 
isn’t easy to remember complex sequences and rules of play, and especially to 
apply them properly.  
 When you choose drills and plays and their variations, always take into 
consideration the age and playing level of your players. 
 Be creative and develop your own variations and personal training 
concepts. Our book will certainly help you. 
 
We wish you success as you try out and diversify the various forms of 
training we introduced, and we hope that we were able to provide you 
with some valuable suggestions for your work as a trainer. 
 

Peter Schreiner & Norbert Elgert 
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